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the echo j7 has built-in five sensors — a gps for
tracking your ride, three ant+ accelerometers,
and one magnetometer — all of which you can
configure individually to suit your riding style.
training apps are free and look just like cycling

apps on an apple or android phone or tablet. you
can make the most of various cycling-related
apps, including strava, mapmyride, garmin

connect, trainingpeaks, and others. the echo j7
works with 6 to 20 mph, its distance measurement

is based on gps/gnss and ant+ bicycle sensor. a
bluetooth smart connectivity and wifi connection
is free, you can use it as a smartwatch, as well.

the power supply is equipped with a built-in
sensor, so that you can install an eco-road cycle

battery pack to suit your ride style. there is a bike
clock function, that can set specific dates and

times (or in the other way round), which can be
used for a variety of other functions. the echo j7
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also comes with a monthly subscription and free
software updates. i love this plug and its great for

most cyclists who want a simple, easy-to-use
system for their rides. the ioniq uses a dash cam,
providing a wide angle lens for more unobstructed

views. so i like that it also has the ability to
customize its perspective. it's got a neat design
and it's been easy to learn and use. i've tried a
couple other brands that use a bluetooth smart
connection, but the ioniq is by far the easiest to
use. you can download the app store or google

play for android or iphone. you can download the
app for either platform and pair it with the echo j7
to make sure your ioniq is working. i've used this
with a variety of rides — 1,000 miles of it while
wearing my garmin edge 780. the ioniq works

great with my edge. i use it in a variety of
situations, including traffic, but it does add some

additional weight and bulk.
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yes, we can.. if your bike has a standard throttle
cable, you can attach a cable from your controller

that would connect to the throttle of your bike.
however, if your bike has a wireless throttle, you
cannot use a standard cable. as with other bikes,
the transmitter of your controller would need to

be paired with a receiver in your bike to
communicate. you can look at the head unit

manual to see what the receiver looks like. if the
product does not list a receiver, it probably does

not come with one. if your bike does have a
receiver, look at the head unit manual that came

with the bike. my bike has a cycle computer
mounted to it, but it's not a cycle computer i used
to have a vespa and love the size of it so i would
like something smaller — also i like the original

idea so i bought a echo 200w light. can i use it for
my echo? yes you can, but you need to know

exactly how it works. there are two main devices
in the head unit, the echo sensor and the led.

echo sensor turns the led on, the led shows the
battery level and the unit works like that. it

requires less than 4 w to operate. i just received
my echo-f3 which works great. i'd just like to know
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if i need to buy anything, or use the app from the
head unit. i can't find a manual or instruction

manual in english, only in chinese. the j7's cool,
with a frosted plastic case and a rubber base that

stays cool to the touch even while in use. the
main screen is touch-sensitive, and the controls
are an easy-to-read lcd strip beneath the screen.

cycling fans can be controlled with a virtual
joystick on the left side of the screen. 5ec8ef588b
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